
The Honourable Nhlanhla Nene
Minister of Finance of the Republic of South Africa
National Treasury
Private Bag X115
Pretoria
000L

Dear Minister
25 September 2018

THE ECONOMY, SAVINGS AND RETIREES 
.

There is endless talk about the poor state of the economy and that it needs improving, and I

commend President Cyril Ramaphosa on the stimulus package proposal. I retired three years
ago and am dependent, in almost equal measure, on my living annuity and my separate
supplementary retirement savings. Since retiring I have become increasingly alarmed at the
effects of the poor economic performance and of the CGTtax on my retirement savings. I fear
for my retirement future particularly should it be a long one. I have personally written this
letter to you because I can find no body that makes representations on behalf of retirees.

This letter addresses:
(a) the fact that household savings are an important element in economic growth, and
(b) the likelihood that CGT has a depressive effect on household savings.

I refer to the lnvestec 2015 GIBS Savings lndex which holds that household savings is
imperative for economic growth. On page 58 of the publication it is stated: 'the promotion of
domestic savings - and especially among households - .....holds the greatest prospect for the
promotion of elevated economic growth'. And on page 64, as part of its conclusion, the Index
states: 'Elevated savings are much more than a private good; they are a public good and, in
South Africa's context, an economic and sociat imperative.'

I include a graph showing SA's household savings as a percentage of GDP. lt can be seen that
household savings contribution to GDP has been negative, every year, since about 2006, soon
after the introduction of the CGT tax

A 2006 dissertation by Matthew Marcus submitted for the degree of MCom(Tax) at UCT

concluded that CGT has a depressing effect on capital formation, labour productivity, foreign
and domestic direct investment, business creativity, entrepreneurship and taxpayer equity;
and that the CGT tax does not assist in the achievement of the economic and fiscal policy
goals and is a countermeasure to their achievement (in the Abstract on page i). A later 2007
thesis submitted by Matthew Marcus for a PhD in Tax, recommended that CGT be removed
from the income tax legislation (page 164). The thesis further states on page 165: There is

sufficient international literature to suggest that the positive long-term economic effects of
leaving capital gains untaxed far outweigh the benefits of CGT to revenue authorities.'

CGT imposes onerous burdens on taxpayers of complexity, uncertainty, record keeping,
document retention, immobility and highly likely traumatic disputes with SARS.
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It seems to me that medical expenses and retirement accommodation costs, which are the
major expense items for retirees, and also holiday costs are escalating well above the inflation
rate. But my living annuity has performed below the inflation rate; and I lose up to 1.8% of my

separate retirement savings through the CGT tax with any drawdown, CGT deemed disposal,

CGT deemed return of capital, and involuntary disposal.

Regards

S a;ft-.^,,

lan Glass

1 - 14th Street, Parkhurst, Johannesburg,2193
Telephone: OL1-788 4264
Email:
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